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ACT I

Scene 1

Scene - Basil’s studio. A simple set. The stage

should be darkened, and decorated with simple but

obvious design to connote the time period and

wealthy surroundings. Dorian Gray is centre stage,

lying on his back, dead. The portrait is behind

him. SERVANT (Victor) enters, panics, moves to

ring for the police. Harry enters and moves

downstage. As he talks to the audience, SERVANT

continues the actions in silence. The police

enter, investigating the situation, before

carrying Dorian offstage.

HARRY:

The artist is the creator of beautiful things. And

those who find ugly meanings in beautiful things are

corrupt without being charming. This is fault. Those

who find beautiful meanings in beautiful things are the

cultivated. For these there is hope. It is the

spectator, and not life, that art really mirrors. All

art is at once surface and symbol. Those who go beneath

the surface do so at their peril. All art is quite

useless.

Harry stays onstage. Basil enters. The portrait is

hidden from the audience’s view. Basil is painting

the final strokes on his picture.

HARRY

It is your best work, Basil - the best work you’ve

ever done. You must certainly send it next year to the

Governor. The Academy is too large and too vulgar.

Whenever I have gone there, there have either been so

many people that I haven’t been able to see the

pictures, which was dreadful, or so many pictures that

I have been able to see the people, which was worse.

The Grosvenor is really the only place.

BASIL

I don’t think I will send it anywhere. No, I won’t send

it anywhere.

HARRY:

Not send it anywhere? My dear fellow, why?

BASIL

I know you will laugh at me but I really

can’t exhibit it. I have put too much of

myself in it.

(CONTINUED)
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Harry leans back onto the divan and laughs.

BASIL:

See, I knew you would! But it’s quite true all the

same.

HARRY:

Too much of your self in it! Basil, I didn’t know you

were so vain! And I really can’t see any resemblance

between you, with your rugged strong face and

coal-black hair, and this young Adonis who looks as

though he was made out of ivory and rose-leaves. Why,

my dear Basil, he is a Narcissus, and you - well, of

course you have an intellectual expression, and all

that. But beauty...real beauty, ends where intellectual

expression begins. Too much thought destroys the

harmony of the face. The moment one sits down to think,

one becomes all nose, or all forehead or something

horrid.

Pauses and gestures at the portrait.

On the other hand, your mysterious young friend never

thinks. I am sure he must be some brainless, beautiful

creature. Don’t flatter yourself Basil: you are not the

least like him.

BASIL:

Of course I am not like him. I know that perfectly

well. In fact, I should be sorry to look like him.

HARRY: Oh really? Please. Humour me, Basil.

BASIL:

I am telling you the truth! There is a fatality about

all physical and intellectual distinction. It is best

not to be different from one’s fellows. (He gestures

jokingly at the audience.) The ugly and the stupid have

the best of this world. They can sit at their ease and

gape at the play. But we are not so fortunate. Your

rank and wealth, Harry; my brains, such as they are -

my art, whatever it may be worth; Dorian Gray’s good

looks - we shall all suffer for what the gods have

given us. Suffer terribly.

Pause.

HARRY:

Dorian Gray? Is that his name?

BASIL:

Yes, that is his name. I didn’t intend to tell it to

you.

(CONTINUED)
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HARRY:

But why not?

BASIL:

Oh I can’t explain. When I like people immensely I

never tell their names to anyone. It is like

surrendering a part of them. The commonest thing is

delightful if one only hides it. I have grown to love

secrecy. It is a silly habit, I dare say, but somehow

it seems to bring a great deal of romance to one’s

life. I suppose you think me awfully foolish about it?

HARRY:

Foolish for valuing secrecy? Not all all, my dear

fellow. You seem to forget that I am a married man.

One of the charms of marriage is that it makes a life

of deception absolutely necessary!

BASIL:

I hate the way you talk about your married life, Harry.

I would like to believe that you are really a very good

husband. You are an extraordinary fellow. You never say

a moral thing, and you never do a wrong thing. Your

cynicism is a pose, surely.

HARRY:

Being natural is a pose, and the most annoying pose I

know!

Harry looks at his watch.

Well I must be going Basil. I shall see you tomorrow,

no doubt.

He turns to go and then doubles back.

Ahh! You didn’t think I was going to let you get away

with it, did you? You never told me the reason why you

won’t exhibit Dorian Gray’s picture...the real reason.

BASIL:

Harry, every portrait that is painted with feeling is a

portrait of the artist, not of the sitter. The sitter

is not the one revealed by the painter. It is rather

the painter who, on the coloured canvas, reveals

itself.

HARRY:

Explain yourself properly, Basil.

BASIL:

The reason I will not exhibit this picture is because I

am afraid that I have shown it the secret of my soul.

(CONTINUED)
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HARRY:

And what is that?

BASIL:

Oh there is very little to tell. Simply then: Two

months ago I went to a party at Lady Brandon’s. Well,

after I had been in the room for about ten minutes,

talking to huge overdressed dowagers and tedious

Academicians, I suddenly became conscious that someone

was looking at me.

HARRY:

Dorian.

BASIL:

Yes. I turned and I saw Dorian Gray for the first time.

When our eyes met...a curious sensation of terror came

over me. I knew that I had come face to face with

someone whose mere personality was so fascinating that,

if I allowed it to do so, it would absorb my whole

nature, my whole soul, my very art itself.

HARRY:

You feel too strongly Basil. That has always been your

weakness.

BASIL:

I suspect you are right. I grew very afraid, and turned

to quit the room. Of course, I stumbled against Lady

Brandon. She screamed out: ’You’re not going away so

soon, Mr Hallward?!’ You know her curiously shrill

voice?

HARRY:

Yes, she is a peacock in everything but beauty.

BASIL:

Anyway, I couldn’t get rid of her. Suddenly I found

myself face to face with the young man whose

personality had so strangely stirred me. We were so

close, almost touching. Our eyes met again. I know it

was reckless of me, but I had to find out who he was.

And so I asked Lady Brandon to introduce me.

HARRY:

And how did Lady Brandon describe this wonderful young

man? She usually treats her guests exactly as an

auctioneer treats his goods. She either explains them

entirely away, or tells one everything about them

except what one wants to know.

(CONTINUED)
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BASIL

You’re rather hard on her, Harry! Anyway, it was

something like : ’Charming boy. I quite forget what he

does . . . afraid he . . . doesn’t do anything . . . oh

yes, plays the piano . . . or is it the violin, dear

Mr. Gray?’ Neither of us could help laughing.

HARRY:

Laughter is not a bad beginning for a friendship, and

it is by far the best ending for one.

BASIL:

Oh you don’t understand what friendship is Harry. You

are indifferent to everyone.

HARRY:

How horribly unjust of you! I make a great difference

between people. I choose my friends for their good

looks, my acquaintances for their good characters, and

my enemies for their good intellects. A man cannot be

too careful in the choice of his enemies.

BASIL:

Why Harry, according to your category I must be merely

an acquaintance.

HARRY:

Oh you are much more than an acquaintance.

BASIL:

And much less than a friend. A brother I suppose.

HARRY:

Oh, brothers! I don’t care for brothers. My elder

brother won’t die and my younger brothers never seem to

do anything else.

BASIL:

Harry!

HARRY:

My dear fellow, I am not entirely serious. Tell me more

about Dorian Gray. How often do you see him?

BASIL:

Every day. I wouldn’t be happy if I didn’t see him

every day. He is all my art to me now. He is so much

more to me than a painter or a sitter. I know the work

I have done - since I have met Dorian Gray - is the

best work of my life. I see things differently when I

am around him.

(CONTINUED)
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HARRY:

This is extraordinary! I must meet this man.

BASIL:

Oh he is little more than a boy, Harry.

HARRY:

When can I meet him?

BASIL:

You might see nothing in him! I see him in the curves

of certain lines, in the loveliness and subtleties of

certain colours. That is all.

HARRY:

Then why don’t you exhibit the portrait?

BASIL

Because, without intending it, I have put into the

portrait some expression of my worship of his physical

beauty. I have never told him how much I love him and

in this painting, it is much too obvious.

HARRY:

Very well.

Pause.

My dear Basil, I have just remembered!

BASIL:

Remembered what?

HARRY:

Where I first heard the name of Dorian Gray!

BASIL:

Where was it?

HARRY:

It was at my aunt, Lady’s Agatha’s.. She told me she

had discovered a beautiful young man who was going to

help her in the East End and that his name was Dorian

Gray. She said he was very earnest; had a beautiful

nature. I pictured at once a creature with spectacles

and lank hair, horribly freckled, tramping about on

huge feet. I wish I had known it was your friend.

BASIL:

Well I’m glad you didn’t. I don’t want you to meet him.

HARRY:

You don’t want me to meet him?

(CONTINUED)
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BASIL:

No.

Enter William.

WILLIAM:

My Dorian Gray is in the studio sir!

HARRY:

Hahahaha! Well, you must introduce me now!

BASIL:

Thank you William.

WILLIAM:

Have I done something wrong sir?

HARRY:

No. You have done everything right! So marvellousy

right! There could not have been better timing.

BASIL:

Show Dorian up.

EXIT William.

BASIL:

Dorian Gray is my dearest friend. He has a simple and

beautiful nature. Don’t you dare spoil him. Don’t try

to influence him. Your influence would be bad. Don’t

take away from me the one person who gives my art

whatever charm is possesses. My life as an artist

depends on him. Mind Harry. I trust you!

HARRY:

What nonsense you talk!

Act 1, Scene 2

Dorian Gray enters the studio. He is carrying

piano sheet music.

DORIAN:

You must lend me these, Basil. I want to learn them.

They are perfectly charming.

BASIL:

That depends entirely on how you sit today, Dorian.

DORIAN:

(petulant)

Oh, I am tired of sitting, and I don’t want a

life-sized portrait of myself!

(CONTINUED)
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Sees Harry.

Oh, I beg your pardon Basil, I didn’t realise you had

anyone with you.

BASIL:

This is Lord Henry Wotton, Dorian, an old Oxford friend

of mine.

HARRY:

Please, call me Harry. A pleasure to meet you. I have

heard much about you. In fact, we were just discussing

you.

DORIAN:

Oh really?

Basil shoots Harry a warning glance.

HARRY:

Yes, Basil’s been telling me what a capital sitter you

are!

DORIAN:

Oh, and now I’ve ruined everything!

HARRY:

You have not spoiled my pleasure in meeting you, Mr

Gray. My aunt has often spoken of you - you are one of

her favourites. And, I am afraid, one of her victims

also.

DORIAN:

I am in Lady Agatha’s black books at the moment. I

promised to go to a club in Whitechapel with her last

Tuesday, and I really forgot all about it. We were to

have played a duet together. I don’t know what she will

say to me. I am far too frightened to call.

HARRY:

Oh I will make your peace with my aunt. Besides, I

don’t think it quite matters whether you were there or

not. The audience probably thought it was a duet! When

my aunt sits at the piano, she makes quite enough noise

for two people.

DORIAN:

(LAUGHING) That is very horrid to her, and not very

nice to me!

BASIL:

Harry, I would like to finish this picture today. Would

you find me awfully rude if I asked you to go away?

(CONTINUED)
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HARRY:

Am I to go, Mr Gray?

DORIAN:

Oh please don’t, Lord Henry. I see that Basil is in one

of his sulky moods - I cannot bear him when he sulks.

HARRY:

You don’t really mind, do you Basil?

BASIL:

If Dorian wishes it, then of course you must stay.

Dorian’s whims are laws to everybody, except himself.

HARRY:

As heartfelt as that was, I am afraid I must leave.

DORIAN:

If Harry goes, I go too. Insist he stay, Basil.

BASIL:

Stay Harry. To oblige Dorian...and to oblige me.

HARRY:

Oh I couldn’t possibly intrude...but if you insist.

It’s awfully inconvenient actually. I had plans to meet

a man at the Orleans.

BASIL:

Oh do be quiet Harry. Now Dorian, get up on the

platform and don’t move too much, or pay any attention

to what Harry says. He has a very bad influence over

all his friends, with the single exception of myself.

DORIAN:

Are you really as bad as he says?

HARRY

There is no such thing as a good influence, Dorian.

DORIAN

Why?

HARRY

To influence a person is to give one’s own soul. The

one who takes it in is unnatural. Like his thoughts or

passions, his virtues are not real to him. His sins are

borrowed ones, the actor of a part that’s not written

for him. To realize one’s own nature as perfectly as

one can . . . that’s what we’re for. People have

forgotten the highest of all duties . . . the duty that

one owes to oneself. We tend to be charitable while

allowing our own souls to starve and go naked. Courage

(MORE)
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HARRY (cont’d)
has gone out of our race. Perhaps we never really had

it.

BASIL

Just turn your head a little more to the right, Dorian.

That’s it.

HARRY

Yet, I believe that if man were to live out his life

fully and completely, were to give form to every

feeling, expression to every thought, reality to every

dream, the world would forget all of its past maladies

and return to the Hellenic ideal.

DORIAN:

Why don’t we?

HARRY:

Because man is afraid of himself and is punished for

his self-denial. Every impulse that we strive to

strangle broods in the mind and poisons us. The body

sins once and is done with it, for action is a mode of

purification. Nothing remains then but the recollection

of a pleasure or the luxury of a regret. The only way

to get rid of a temptation is to yield to it. Resist

it, and your soul grows sick with longing for the

things it has forbidden itself, with the desire for

things that laws have prohibited and made unlawful. It

is in the brain and only the brain where the great sins

of the world take place.

(Gets up from the divan as he speaks directly to

Dorian.)

You must know that, Dorian. You must have had passions

that have made you afraid, thoughts that filled you

with terror, dreams whose mere memory might stain your

cheek with shame. Hmm?

DORIAN

Please stop! I don’t know what to say right now. I’d

like to think about it. Or not to . . .

Dorian considers. Harry watches, amused at his

influence. Suddenly,

Basil, I am tired of standing! I must go out and stand

in the garden. The air is stifling in here.

BASIL:

Of course. Sorry.

Dorian moves to exit.

(CONTINUED)
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HARRY:

You know it’s true.

DORIAN:

Perhaps I don’t want to believe it. I am a good person,

Harry.

HARRY:

There is no such thing as a good or bad person. Only

desires suppressed, and desires acted upon.

Dorian exits.

BASIL:

Do leave the poor boy alone.

HARRY:

It is terribly hot in here. Basil, let us have

something iced to drink. Something with strawberries in

it. I am going to join Dorian in the garden.

BASIL:

Don’t keep him too long. And touch the bell outside -

William will bring you drinks. I want to add the

finishing touches on this painting, so I will join you

later.

Exit Basil. Harry joins Dorian outside. Dorian is

standing, unaware of Harry’s presence, smelling a

flower.

HARRY:

You are quite right to do that. Nothing can cure the

soul but the senses, just as nothing can cure the

senses but the soul. That is one of the great secrets

of life. You really are a wonderful creation. I can see

why Basil chose to paint you.

Harry rings the bell and Victor brings the drinks.

DORIAN:

Thank you.

HARRY:

But we really should return inside. If you stay any

longer in this glare, you will be quite spoiled and

Basil will never paint you again. Sunburn is

unbecoming.

DORIAN:

Oh what can it matter?

(CONTINUED)
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HARRY:

It should matter everything to you, Mr Gray

DORIAN:

Why?

HARRY:

Because you have the most marvellous youth, and youth

is the only thing worth having.

DORIAN:

I don’t feel that.

HARRY:

No, you don’t feel it now. Some day, when you are old

and wrinkled and ugly, when thought has seared your

forehead with its lines, and passion branded your lips

with its hideous fires, you will feel it, you will feel

it terribly. People say sometimes that beauty is only

superficial. That may be so, but at least it is not so

superficial as thought is. To me, beauty is the wonder

of wonders. It is only shallow people who do not judge

by appearances. The true mystery of the world is the

visible, not the invisible.... Yes, Mr. Gray, the gods

have been good to you. But what the gods give they

quickly take away. You have only a few years in which

to live really, perfectly, and fully. Time is jealous

of you. You will become sallow, and hollow-cheeked, and

dull-eyed. You will suffer horribly.... Ah! realize

your youth while you have it. Live the wonderful life

that is in you! Let nothing be lost upon you. Because

one day, like all the others, you will degenerate into

a hideous puppet, haunted by the memory of the passions

and temptations you had not the courage to yield to.

There is absolutely nothing in the world but youth!

DORIAN:

You say such terrifying things. I don’t know why I like

you.

HARRY:

Because I represent to you all the sins you’ve never

had the courage to commit.

Basil pops his head into the garden.

BASIL:

It is finished! Do come in! The light is perfect and

you can bring your drinks!

Dorian and Harry follow Basil inside the room.

(CONTINUED)
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HARRY:

I congratulate you most warmly. It is the finest

portrait of modern times.

Dorian approaches the portrait, stares and then

draws back, joyous. Then his face darkens.

BASIL:

Don’t you like it?

Pause.

HARRY:

Of course he likes it! Hm, Dorian? Who wouldn’t like

it?

DORIAN:

How sad it is! How sad it is. I shall grow old and

horrible. Yet this portrait will never be older than

this day in June. If only it was the other way! If it

were I who was always young, and this painting that was

to grow old. Yes. For that, I would give my soul!

BASIL:

Dorian! Dorian! Don’t talk like that!

DORIAN:

And you! How long will you admire me for Basil? Until

the first wrinkle stains my brow? Harry was right -

youth is the only thing worth having. When I find

myself aging, I shall kill myself!

Flings himself upon the divan.

BASIL:

This is your doing, Harry.

HARRY:

It is the true Dorian. I opened his eyes a little,

that’s all.

BASIL:

Well I hope you’re both happy. Between you both, you

have made me hate the finest work I have ever done. I

will not let it come between our friendship. I shall

destroy it.

Basil picks up a palette knife but Dorian knocks

the knife out of his hands.

DORIAN:

Basil, no! It would be murder.

(CONTINUED)
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BASIL:

Finally appreciating my work, are we?

DORIAN:

Appreciate it? I am in love with it. I feel it is a

part of me. I am jealous of it, yet I adore it with all

my soul.

BASIL:

Oh Dorian. Well, as soon as you are dry, I will have

you varnished and sent home. Do promise me you won’t

throw such a vile fit again?

DORIAN:

Oh Basil. Your painting is marvellous. You are

marvellous.

HARRY:

What absurd fellows you both are - to argue over a

painting! You had better let me have it, Basil. The

silly boy wouldn’t know what to do with it!

DORIAN:

I don’t let anyone call me a silly boy.

HARRY:

Your indignation is an act. You know that you have been

a little silly and that you don’t really object to

being reminded that you are extremely young.

DORIAN:

I should have objected this morning.

HARRY:

Ah! This morning! You have lived since then! Let us go

to the theatre. There is a show tonight I want to see.

If we leave now we can make it.

BASIL:

I can’t. I have work to do.

HARRY:

Mr Gray?

DORIAN:

I would love to.

BASIL:

Don’t go to the theatre, Dorian. Stay and dine with me.

DORIAN:

But I have just given Harry my word.

(CONTINUED)
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BASIL:

Please, Dorian.

Dorian hesitates. Looks between the men and back

again.

DORIAN:

I must go.

BASIL:

Very well.

Dorian and Harry leave. Basil catches Harry’s arm.

Remember what I said. I trust you, Harry.

HARRY:

I wish I could trust myself! Come along, Dorian!

Act 1, Scene 3

A ball is being held at the home of

Lady Agatha. Harry’s uncle, Lord Fermor, enters the room.

FERMOR:

Well Harry, what brings you out so early?!

HARRY:

Pure family affection, I assure you, Uncle George. I

want to get something out of you.

FERMOR:

Money I suppose. Young people nowadays, imagine that

money is everything.

HARRY:

Yes, and when they grow older, they know it. But I

don’t want money. It is only people who pay their bills

that want that, and I never pay mine. What I want is

information. About Dorian Grey.

FERMOR:

Dorian Gray? Who is he?

HARRY:

He is the last Lord Kelso’s grandson. His mother was

Lady Margaret Devereaux. I want you to tell me about

his mother. What was she like? Whom did she marry? You

have known nearly everybody in your time, so you might

have known her? I am very much interested in Gray at

the present. I have just met him.

(CONTINUED)
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FERMOR:

Kelso’s grandson! Of course! I knew his mother

intimately. She was beautiful. And made all the men

frantic by running away with a penniless young fellow,

a mere nobody! The poor chap was killed shortly after

their wedding. I remember the whole thing as if it was

just yesterday. There was some ugly story about it.

They said that Kelso got some Belgian brute, to insult

his son-in-law in public - paid him to do it! And the

fellow spitted his man as if he had been a pigeon. The

thing was hushed up, but Kelso ate his chop alone at

the club for some time afterwards. She never spoke to

him again. Oh yes, the whole thing was bad business.

The girl died too, died within a year. So she left a

son, did she? What is he like? If he is like his

mother, he must be a good looking chap!

HARRY:

Yes. He is very good-looking.

FERMOR:

He should have a pot of money waiting for him if Kelso

did right by him. His mother had money too.

HARRY:

Yes, I fancy the boy will be well off. He is not of age

yet.

FERMOR:

He should have the Selby property. His mother did! All

that wealth and property handed down to her- hah! She

was a pretty thing, you know Harry. One of the

loveliest creatures I ever saw! She could have married

anybody she chose...and speaking of silly marriages,

what is this humbug your father tells me about Dartmoor

marrying an American girl! Ain’t the English good

enough for him?

HARRY:

It is rather fashionable to marry Americans just now.

FERMOR:

Who are her people? That’s what I’d like to know.

HARRY:

Who knows? American girls are as clever at concealing

their present, as the English are concealing their

past.

Enter Lady Agatha and Duchess Harley.

(CONTINUED)
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FERMOR:

We were just talking about poor Dartmoor!

HARLEY:

Oh it’s dreadful - do you think he would really marry

this fascinating young person?

HARRY:

I believe she has made up her mind to propose to him,

Duchess.

HARLEY:

Really, someone should interfere. I wish to goodness

America had never been discovered at all! I have seen

specimins of the inhabitants. They’re extremely pretty,

I must admit. They get all their dresses in Paris.

FERMOR:

(chuckling)

They say that when good Americans die, they go to

Paris.

AGATHA:

And where do the bad Americans go when they die?

HARRY:

They go to America.

AGATHA:

Dear me, I am sure I can never understand what you’re

on about. Oh, Harry, I am quite vexed with you. Why do

you try to persuade our nice Mr Dorian Gray to give up

the East End? They would love his playing!

HARRY:

The East End is a problem. It is the problem of

slavery, and we try to solve it by amusing the slaves.

AGATHA:

What change do you propose then?

HARRY:

I don’t desire to change anything in England but the

weather!

A servant enters and whispers to Harley.

HARLEY:

How annoying! My husband wishes to see me! Well, I must

leave. Thank you for this evening, Agatha. Goodbye Lord

Henry. You are quite delightful and dreadfully

demoralising!

(CONTINUED)
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HARRY:

I have quite forgot all that I said. Was it really all

that bad?

HARLEY:

Dreadful.

Exit Harley.

FERMOR:

Well I must be off to my club.

HARRY:

Certainly. And thanks for the information about Mr

Gray.

Act 1, Scene 4

Scene - The grimy backstreets of London. Dorian walks

through, clearly out of place. We hear the fading cries of

market sellers, the shouts of children, the enticing cries

of London’s prostitutes. An old man stands outside a

theatre.

BOY 1:

Excuse me, sir! D’you have any money?

BOY 2:

Please, sir, we’re starving!

DORIAN:

Sorry, I can’t help you.

BOY 1:

Please. It’s awful cold out tonight. And we have to

provide for our mother, you see.

DORIAN:

Get off me, get away!

BOY 2:

Just a shilling, mister. Just a shilling! Then we’ll

leave you alone!

OLD MAN:

Hey! You rascals should be ashamed of yourself!

Bothering a genteelman like that! Off with you now.

BOY 1:

But...
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OLD MAN:

Off! Or I’ll give you a good hiding and all!

The boys scuttle to the far corner of the stage.

DORIAN:

Thank you. You dealt with that most bravely.

OLD MAN:

I take it you’re not from around these parts.

Dorian shakes his head. As the Old Man engages him

in conversation, the boys return and steal from

Dorian.

If ya don’t mind me asking - what brings a genteelman

like you down here?

DORIAN:

If I may be honest with you, I quite fancied an

adventure.

OLD MAN:

Well then, ya’ve come to the right place! You wouldn’t

happen to have a guinea on ya? Of course ya have, of

course ya have! Well then my good man, what say you to

this - would ya like to sit in the finest box this

theatre ’as to offer?

DORIAN:

Well, I...

OLD MAN:

Of course ya do, of course ya do! Here - give me a

guinea and I’ll let ya right in. It’s Romeo and Juliet

tonight, and Juliet is... (He blows a kiss on his

fingers) lovely, just lovely. It’s just about to start.

Whad’ya say?!

DORIAN:

Okay...

Dorian hands him the money and the man lets him

enter. The two boys approach the old man and give

him the stolen money.

OLD MAN:

(pocketing the money)

Not bad, my boys, not bad.

Dorian sits in the box and the play starts.

CHORUS:

Two households, both alike in dignity,
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In fair Verona, where we lay our scene,

From ancient grudge break to new mutiny,

Where civil blood makes civil hands unclean. From

forth the fatal loins of these two foes

A pair of star-cross’d lovers take their life,

Whose misadventured piteous overthrows with their

death bury their parents’ strife.

The fearful passage of their death-mark’d love,

And the continuance of their parents’ rage,

Which, but their children’s end, naught could remove,

except for, nothing Is now the two hours’ traffic of

our stage. The which if you with patient ears attend,

What here shall miss, our toil shall strive to

mend.

An awful orchestra plays in the background.

ABRAHAM:

Do you bite your thumb at us sir?

SAMPSON:

I do bite my thumb sir.

ABRAHAM:

Do you bite your thumb at us, sir?

SAMPSON:

Is the law on our side if I say ay?

GREGORY:

No.

SAMPSON:

No sir. I do not bite my thumb at you sir, but I bite

my thumb sir.

GREGORY:

Do you quarrel sir?

ABRAHAM:

Quarrel, sir? No, sir?

SAMPSON:

Draw, if you be men! Gregory, remember thy swashing

blow!

They fight. The entire thing has been dreadfully

bad. Dorian stifles a yawn.
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CHORUS:

Now old desire doth in his death-bed lie,

And young affection gapes to be his heir;

That fair for which love groan’d for and would die,

With tender Juliet match’d, is now not fair.

Now Romeo is beloved and loves again,

Alike betwitched by the charm of looks,

But to his foe supposed he must complain,

And she steal love’s sweet bait from fearful hooks,

being held -

The audience begin to boo and heckle. CHORUS

leaves the stage. Enter Benvolio and Mercutio.

BENVOLIO:

Romeo! Romeo! My cousin Romeo!

MERCUTIO:

He is wise. And, on my life, hath stolen him home to

bed.

BENVOLIO:

He ran this way...

Audience stop booing when Sibyl (as Juliet) enters

the stage. She is beautiful and acts well. The

only decent part of the entire play.

JULIET:

Oh Romeo, Romeo. Wherefore art thou, Romeo?

Deny thy father and refuse thy name; or, if thou wilt

not, be but sworn my love, And I’ll no longer be a

Capulet.

ROMEO:

Shall I hear more, or shall I speak at this?

JULIET:

’Tis but thy name that is my enemy;

Thou art thyself, though not a Montague.

What’s Montague? it is nor hand, nor foot,

Nor arm, nor face, nor any other part

Belonging to a man. O, be some other name!

What’s in a name? that which we call a rose

By any other name would smell as sweet;

So Romeo would, were he not Romeo call’d,

Retain that dear perfection which he owes

Without that title. Romeo, doff thy name,

And for that name which is no part of thee

Take all myself.

During this speech, Dorian has risen in his box,

completely mesmerised by her beauty.
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ROMEO:

I take thee at thy word.

ROMEO AND DORIAN:

Call me but love.

ROMEO:

And I’ll be new baptised. Henceforth I never will be

Romeo.

Time passes. We reach the end of the play.

JULIET:

Go, get thee hence, for I will not away.

What’s here? a cup, closed in my true love’s hand?

Poison, I see, hath been his timeless end:

O churl! drunk all, and left no friendly drop

To help me after? I will kiss thy lips;

Haply some poison yet doth hang on them,

To make me die with a restorative.

[Kisses him.]

Thy lips are warm.

[noise offstage]

Lead, boy: which way?

JULIET

Yea, noise? Then I’ll be brief. O happy dagger!

[Snatching Romeo’s dagger.]

This is thy sheath; [Stabs herself.] there rust, and

let me die.

[Falls on Romeo’s body, and dies.]

End of the play. Dorian is standing, wiping tears

from his eyes and applauding greatly. The actors

line up and Sibyl blows a kiss to Dorian. Lights

Down.

The old man approaches Dorian.

OLD MAN:

What did you think, sir? I noticed you had your eye on

Miss Sibyl Vane.

DORIAN:

Is that her name?
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OLD MAN:

Yes, rather beautiful, isn’t she? She’s one of my best

actresses, and I am lucky - she’s bound to me for

another three years. Worth a great deal, that one. I

can tell you’ve taken a fancy to her - would you like

to meet her?

DORIAN:

Yes.

OLD MAN:

Only...only we don’t take regular backstage bookings,

so er, if you’d be so kind...

Dorian pays the man and the man gestures for

Dorian to follow him. They enter Sibyl’s

backstage, where she is checking her face in the

dressing mirror.

OLD MAN:

’ere she is! Miss Sibyl Vane, my Lord.

Old man exits. Sibyl turns and sees Dorian.

SIBYL:

Oh.

DORIAN:

I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to startle you.

Pause.

I’m not really a Lord.

Pause.

I’m sorry. I, um, I didn’t mean to intrude. I just had

to see you. I suppose that sounds strange. What I mean

is - is -I was just passing the theatre and I, I

thought I would see the play. And you were tremendous.

SIBYL:

Thank you.

DORIAN:

I was up in the box and I -

SIBYL:

I know. I saw you.

DORIAN:

There must have been hundreds in the crowds tonight.

You remember me?
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SIBYL:

I always remember people that interest me.

DORIAN:

And why did I interest you?

SIBYL:

(Looks down)

I don’t know. You were...different.

(Offstage: JAMES: ’Sibyl! Are you ready

yet?! We need to go!’)

DORIAN:

Oh. I didn’t know there was anybody else here.

SIBYL:

Oh yes. That’s James.

Pause. Dorian is suddenly much more reserved:

DORIAN:

James. Quite. Well I apologise for intruding. It was a

pleasure meeting you. Goodbye.

SIBYL:

My brother?

Dorian stops short and turns.

DORIAN:

Your brother?

SIBYL:

Yes. He’s waiting to take me home.

DORIAN:

Well why doesn’t your man take you home?

SIBYL:

I am not courting anybody.

DORIAN:

I am happy to hear that. Yes, I think that is the best

news I have received all day.

Sibyl smiles shyly.

You’re an amazing actress. I should like to take you

out of this place - and put you on a large stage for

all to see.

SIBYL:

You’re too kind. But I believe you have forgotten

something?
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DORIAN:

No - what I suggest is very possible! I have money -

lots of money! And you have talent and intellect. You

will be famous! The world will see and understand your

genius. And your beauty.

Dorian steps forward.

You are very beautiful.

Kissing her then pulling away.

That was very forward of me. Forgive me.

SIBYL:

I meant you haven’t told me your name.

DORIAN:

Oh. I’m...

SIBYL:

Wait. It’s alright. Don’t tell me. It’s more enchanting

this way. I shall call you Prince Charming, because you

are beyond my wildest dreams and I hardly dare believe

this is real.

DORIAN:

I am happy in the appellation but not its meaning. I

don’t feel this is some sort of dream - I feel it to be

more real than anything I have ever felt before.

He moves to kiss her again but Sibyl moves back.

SIBYL:

But I won’t just be one of your girls. I can’t.

DORIAN:

You’re the only one.

SIBYL:

You shouldn’t lie. You’re a nobleman - you can have

anything and anyone you want.

DORIAN:

(slowly)

You’re the only one.

Sibyl smiles.

SIBYL:

And my poverty does not frighten you?

Old man re-enters.
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OLD MAN:

Sorry, we’re locking up, my Lord.

DORIAN:

Yes. Thank you. Goodbye Sibyl Vane (kisses her hand)

SIBYL:

Will you come next week? It’s King Lear and I play

Cordelia.

DORIAN:

I adore that play. ’Fairest Cordelia, thou art most

rich being poor.’

Exit Dorian and Old Man.

SIBYL:

You really are my Prince Charming.

Act 2, Scene 1

HARRY:

What is it you look so extraordinarily happy about?

DORIAN:

Harry - I’m in love!

HARRY:

Who are you in love with?

DORIAN:

With an actress.

HARRY:

A rather commonplace debut

DORIAN:

You would not say so if you saw her.

HARRY:

Who is she?

DORIAN:

Her name is Sibyl Vane.

HARRY:

Never heard of her

DORIAN:

No one has. People will some day, however. She is a

genius.
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HARRY:

My dear boy, no woman is a genius. Women are a

decorative sex. They never have anything to say, but

they say it charmingly. Women represent the triumph of

matter over mind, just as men represent the triumph of

mind over morals.

DORIAN:

Harry, how can you?

HARRY:

My dear Dorian, it is quite true. I am analysing women

at present, so I ought to know. The subject is not so

abstruse as I thought it was. I find that, ultimately,

there are only two kinds of women, the plain and the

coloured. The plain women are very useful. If you want

to gain a reputation for respectability, you have

merely to take them down to supper. The other women are

very charming. They commit one mistake, however. They

paint in order to try and look young. Our grandmothers

painted in order to try and talk brilliantly. Rouge and

esprit used to go together. That is all over now. As

long as a woman can look ten years younger than her own

daughter, she is perfectly satisfied. As for

conversation, there are only five women in London worth

talking to, and two of these can’t be admitted into

decent society. However, tell me about your genius. How

long have you known her?

DORIAN:

Ah! Harry, your views terrify me.

HARRY:

Never mind that. How long have you known her?

DORIAN:

Not long. But I’m already sure this is to be the

greatest romance of my life. Why do you laugh?!

HARRY:

I am not laughing, Dorian; at least I am not laughing

at you. But you should not say the greatest romance of

your life. You should say the first romance of your

life. You will always be loved, and you will always be

in love with love. This is merely the beginning.

DORIAN:

Do you really think I am that shallow?!

HARRY:

My dear boy, the people who love only once in their

lives are really the shallow people. What they call

their loyalty, and their fidelity, I call either the

(MORE)
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HARRY: (cont’d)
lethargy of custom or their lack of imagination.

Faithfulness is to the emotional life what consistency

is to the life of the intellect--simply a confession of

failure. Faithfulness! I must analyse it some day. The

passion for property is in it. There are many things

that we would throw away if we were not afraid that

others might pick them up. But do continue:

DORIAN:

Well - she was in Romeo and Juliet. The majority of

the play was nothing spectacular. But Juliet! Harry,

imagine a girl, hardly seventeen years of age, with a

little, flowerlike face, a small Greek head with

plaited coils of dark-brown hair, eyes that were violet

wells of passion, lips that were like the petals of a

rose.

HARRY:

Let me stop you right there Dorian. Never marry a woman

with (blonde/brown/red/black,etc) hair. They are so

sentimental.

DORIAN:

But I like sentimental people.

HARRY:

Never marry at all, Dorian. Men marry because they are

tired; women, because they are curious: both are

disappointed.

DORIAN:

I don’t think I am likely to marry, Harry. I am too

much in love. That is one of your aphorisms. I am

putting it into practice, as I do everything that you

say. But she really is the loveliest thing I have ever

seen in my life.... You said to me once that pathos

left you unmoved, but that beauty, mere beauty, could

fill your eyes with tears. I tell you, Harry, I could

hardly see this girl for the mist of tears that came

across me. Harry, I do love her. She is everything to

me in life. Oh Harry, why didn’t you tell me that the

only thing worth loving is an actress?

HARRY:

Because I have loved so many of them, Dorian.

DORIAN:

Oh, yes, horrid people with dyed hair and painted

faces.
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HARRY:

Don’t run down dyed hair and painted faces. There is an

extraordinary charm in them, sometimes.

DORIAN:

I wish now I had not told you about Sibyl Vane.

HARRY:

You could not have helped telling me, Dorian. All

through your life you will tell me everything you do.

DORIAN:

Yes, Harry, I believe that is true. I cannot help

telling you things. You have a curious influence over

me. If I ever did a crime, I would come and confess it

to you. You would understand me.

HARRY:

People like you--the wilful sunbeams of life--don’t

commit crimes, Dorian. But I am much obliged for the

compliment, all the same. And now tell me--reach me the

matches, like a good boy--thanks--what are your actual

relations with Sibyl Vane?

DORIAN:

(angered)

Harry! Sibyl Vane is sacred!

HARRY:

It is only the sacred things that are worth touching,

Dorian. Anyhow, you will dine with me tonight?

DORIAN:

I cannot. I am going to see Sibyl tonight.

HARRY:

Ah! So I am to be replaced by this...actress!

DORIAN:

Stop it! How horrid you are! She is all the great

heroines of the world in one. She is more than an

individual. I love her, and I must make her love me.

You, who know all the secrets of life, tell me how to

charm Sibyl Vane to love me! I want to make Romeo

jealous. I want the dead lovers of the world to hear

our laughter and grow sad. I want a breath of our

passion to stir their dust into consciousness, to wake

their ashes into pain. Goodbye Harry!

Exit Dorian

A MOVEMENT SEQUENCE. The ’essence’ of the sequence

is repeated three times.
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First time - The old man opens the door to Sibyl’s

dressing room, showing Dorian in. He then leaves.

Sibyl runs to Dorian and they hug. They then sit

and talk. Old man returns and Dorian raises his

hat, kissing her hand and then leaves.

Second time - The old man opens the door to

Sibyl’s dressing room, showing Dorian in. Old man

leaves. Sibyl runs to Dorian and they hug. Dorian

says something and they laugh. He twirls her

around. Old man returns and Dorian repeats actions

and leaves.

Third Time - The old man opens the door to Sibyl’s

dressing room, showing Dorian in. Old man leaves.

Sibyl and Dorian hug. Dorian gets down on one knee

and reveals a ring box. Sibyl gasps and nods her

head ecstatically. Dorian places the ring on her

finger, before lifting her up and spinning her

around.

Music fades out. Dorian leaves. Sibyl walks to her

dressing mirror, admiring her new ring.

A split scene: Basil’s house/Sibyl Vane’s dressing

room. One half of the stage shows Basil and Harry.

The other, Sibyl and her mother. When one half is

talking, the other freeze.

SIBYL:

Mother, mother! I am so happy! And you must be happy

too!

HARRY:

You’ve heard the news I suppose?

MRS VANE:

Why, my child? What news?

HARRY:

Dorian Gray is engaged to be married.

SIBYL:

I’m engaged!

BASIL:

Impossible! To whom?

MRS VANE:

(in shock) Sibyl Vane!
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HARRY:

She’s some little actress or other.

BASIL:

I don’t believe it. Dorian is far too sensible.

MRS VANE:

Foolish child!

HARRY:

Dorian is far too wise not to do a foolish thing now

and then.

BASIL:

Marriage is hardly something one can do now and then

Harry!

MRS VANE:

Why would such a man want to marry someone like you!

BASIL:

Think of his birth, and position and wealth!

MRS VANE AND BASIL:

It would be absurd for him to marry so much beneath

him.

BASIL:

Oh, I hope the girl is good, Harry.

MRS VANE:

Mr Isaac’s has been good to us and we owe him money.

You must not think of anything but your acting.

HARRY:

Well we are to see her act to-night, if that boy

doesn’t forget his appointment.

SIBYL:

What does money matter when love is concerned?

BASIL AND MRS VANE:

Are you serious?!

MRS VANE:

You are being a foolish, foolish child.

HARRY:

Quite serious. I should be miserable if I thought I

should ever be more serious than I am at the present

moment.
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BASIL:

But do you approve of it, Harry? You can’t approve of

it, possibly.

BASIL AND MRS VANE:

It is some silly infatuation.

HARRY:

I never approve or disapprove of anything now. It is an

absurd attitude to take towards life. Besides, every

experience is of value, and whatever one may say

against marriage, it is certainly an experience. He

would be a wonderful study.

BASIL:

He is not some experiment for you to study, Basil!

James enters.

SIBYL:

James! Do tell mother she is being absurd! She doesn’t

understand I’m in love!

JAMES:

Sister, you are much too young to be in love. Don’t let

her come to any harm mother.

BASIL:

We must watch over him.

MRS VANE:

Of course I watch over her.

JAMES:

Do you even know this gentleman’s name?

HARRY:

Well there is still time to change his mind.

Apparently, the girl doesn’t even know his name!

SIBYL:

Yes I do!

HARRY:

She calls him -

SIBYL:

Prince Charming! It’s romantic.

BASIL:

It’s sickening.
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JAMES:

If this man ever does you wrong, I will kill him. I

will find out who he is, track him down, and kill him

like a dog. I swear it.

Act 2, Scene 2

Sibyl’s dressing room. We hear the

audience’s murmurs dying away outside. Sibyl is onstage.

Dorian enters.

DORIAN:

(coldly)

Sibyl.

SIBYL:

(She runs and hugs him.)

Dorian! I’m so glad you came tonight!

DORIAN:

(pushing her away)

You acted terribly tonight!

SIBYL:

Yes, I did, didn’t I?

DORIAN:

It was terrible. You have no idea how I suffered. I

brought Basil and Harry along to see you - I told them

you were the very best! But tonight...what’s the

matter? Are you ill?

SIBYL:

No.

DORIAN:

Never mind. I’ll bring them back tomorrow. It will be

difficult to convince them to come again, because you

acted so poorly, but I’ll think of something. Basil

thinks the world of me. And Harry - well Harry likes to

be amused. Tomorrow you must act amazingly. Better than

you ever have before. Yes, and all will be well then -

SIBYL:

Dorian, you should have understood.

DORIAN:

Understood what?!
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SIBYL:

Why I acted so bad tonight. Why I shall always act bad.

DORIAN:

You are ill, aren’t you? When you are ill you shouldn’t

act. You make yourself ridiculous. My friends were

bored. I was bored.

SIBYL:

Oh Dorian, please try to understand! Before I knew you,

acting was the one reality of my life. I thought that

it was all true. I was Rosalind one night and Portia

the other. The joy of Beatrice was my joy, and the

sorrows of Cordelia were mine also. I believed in

everything. The common people who acted with me seemed

to me to be godlike. The painted scenes were my world.

You came--oh, my beautiful love!--and you freed my soul

from prison. You taught me what reality really is.

Tonight, for the first time in my life, I saw through

the silliness of the empty pageant in which I had

always played. I became conscious that Romeo was

hideous, that the scenery was vulgar, and that the

words I had to speak were unreal, were not my words.

You had made me understand what love really is. My

love! Prince Charming! Prince of life! You are more to

me than all art can ever be. Take me away,

Dorian--where we can be quite alone. I hate the stage.

I might mimic a passion that I do not feel, but I

cannot mimic one that burns me like fire. Oh, Dorian,

Dorian, you understand now what it signifies? Even if I

could do it, it would be profanation for me to play at

being in love. You have made me see that.

DORIAN:

You have killed my love.

Sibyl laughs, goes to him and presses his hands to

her lips. Dorian draws away, disgusted.

Yes, you have killed my love. You used to stir my

imagination. Now you don’t even stir my curiosity.

SIBYL:

Dorian?

DORIAN:

I loved you because you were marvellous, because you

had genius and intellect, because you realized the

dreams of great poets and gave shape and substance to

the shadows of art. You have thrown it all away. You

are shallow and stupid.how mad I was to love you! What

a fool I have been! You are nothing to me now. I will

never see you again. I will never think of you. I will

never mention your name.
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SIBYL:

Don’t say that. You love me Dorian.

DORIAN:

Once. Why, once...Oh I can’t bear to think of it! I

wish I had never laid eyes upon you! How little you can

know of love if you say it mars your art! Without your

art, you are nothing. Do you understand me? You are

nothing! Except for a third-rate actress with a pretty

face.

SIBYL:

You are not serious Dorian. You are acting.

DORIAN:

Acting! I leave that to you. You do it so well.

Sibyl lays a hand upon his arm. Dorian throws her

away from himself. She hits the floor, sobbing.

Don’t touch me!

Sibyl clings to his knees. A fit of passionate

sobbing chokes her. Dorian looks down at her in

exquisite disdain.

SIBYL:

Dorian, Dorian, don’t leave me! I am so sorry I didn’t

act well. I was thinking of you all the time. But I

will try--indeed, I will try. It came so suddenly

across me, my love for you. I think I should never have

known it if you had not kissed me--if we had not kissed

each other. Kiss me again, my love. Don’t go away from

me. I couldn’t bear it. Oh! don’t go away from me. My

brother ... No; never mind. He didn’t mean it. He was

in jest.... But you, oh! can’t you forgive me for

to-night? I will work so hard and try to improve. Don’t

be cruel to me, because I love you better than anything

in the world. After all, it is only once that I have

not pleased you. But you are quite right, Dorian. I

should have shown myself more of an artist. It was

foolish of me, and yet I couldn’t help it. Oh, don’t

leave me, don’t leave me.

DORIAN:

I am going. I can’t see you again. you have

disappointed me.

Dorian turns and walks away without looking back.

Sibyl stays onstage. She rummages through dressing

table draws until she finds a small vial.

Split stage. The painting is hanging stage right.

It’s features are changed. They are older and more
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twisted. Dorian enters, still angered and pours

himself a drink. Stage left, we see Sibyl tip the

vial down her throat. This should be reminiscent

of the opening scene. The moment she drops to the

floor, Dorian turns and sees the picture. He does

a double take. He checks himself in the mirror

then looks back at the picture. It is still ugly,

with a touch of cruelty at the mouth. He sits down

and contemplates.

(Dorian’s voice. V.O. ’If only it was

the other way! If it were I who was

always young, and this painting that was

to grow old. Yes. For that, I would give

my soul!’)

Dorian stands in horror and backs away from the

painting.

DORIAN:

No! No! Impossible! And yet...

Have I been cruel? Surely...it’s not my fault. She

disappointed me! It doesn’t matter. You! You have not

changed! You are merely an illusion. And yet you watch

me with your marred face and cruel smile...It is

impossible. But I will go back to Sibyl. I will make

amends with her, marry her, try to love her again. I

must. I must.

Dorian sits and places his head in his hands. Then

he begins to write a letter.

Act 2, Scene 3

Dorian’s apartment.

HARRY:

(Offstage) Dorian! Dorian!

Dorian quickly covers the painting and tries to

act nochalant. Harry enters.

I am so sorry for it all, Dorian. But you must try not

to think too much about it.

DORIAN:

Do you mean about Sibyl Vane?

HARRY:

Yes, of course. It is dreadful, from one point of view,

but it was not your fault. Tell me, did you go behind

and see her, after the play was over?
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DORIAN:

Yes.

HARRY:

I felt sure you had. Did you make a scene with her?

DORIAN:

I was brutal, Harry- perfectly brutal. But it is all

right now. I am not sorry for anything that has

happened. It has taught me to know myself better.

HARRY:

Ahh Dorian! I am so glad you take it in that way! I was

afraid I would find you plunged in remorse and tearing

that nice curly hair of yours.

DORIAN:

I have got through all that. I am perfectly happy now.

I know what conscience is, to begin with. It is not

what you told me it was. It is the divinest thing in

us. Don’t sneer at it, Harry, any more - at least not

before me. I want to be good. I have seen the bad. And

the ugly. And I can’t bear the idea of my soul being

hideous.

HARRY:

What a charming artistic basis for ethics! I

congratulate you on it. But how are you going to begin?

DORIAN:

Why, by marrying Sibyl Vane of course!

HARRY:

Marrying Sibyl Vane? But, my dear Dorian -

DORIAN:

Yes, Harry, I know what you are going to say. Something

dreadful about marriage. Don’t say it. Don’t ever say

things of that kind to me again. Two days ago I asked

Sibyl to marry me. I am not going to break my word to

her. She is to be my wife.

HARRY:

But my dear boy, I thought you knew. I thought Basil or

someone would have rung you. That’s why I didn’t -

that’s why I came straight over. Oh Dorian.

DORIAN:

What are you talking about?

HARRY:

You really know nothing?
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DORIAN:

I know that I must be a good man. I know that I have a

duty to fulfill. I know that I am about to make Sibyl

Vane happier beyond her dreams and there’s not a word

you can say that can stop us!

HARRY:

Dorian, listen to me. Don’t be frightened. Sibyl Vane

is dead.

DORIAN:

Dead? Sibyl dead! It is not true! It is a horrible lie!

How dare you say it!

HARRY:

It is quite true, Dorian. There will have to be an

inquest, of course, and you must not be mixed up in it.

Things like that make a man fashionable in Paris. But

in London, people are so prejudiced. I suppose they

don’t know your name at the theatre? If they don’t, it

is all right. Did any one see you going round to her

room? That is an important point.

DORIAN:

Harry, did you say an inquest? What did you mean by

that? Did Sibyl--? Oh, Harry, I can’t bear it! But be

quick. Tell me everything at once.

HARRY:

I have no doubt it was not an accident, Dorian, though

it must be put in that way to the public. She had

swallowed something they use at theatres. It had either

prussic acid or white lead in it. I should fancy it was

prussic acid, as she seems to have died

instantaneously. Look my boy, it will do you no good to

dwell on the details. Come and dine with me, and

afterwards we will look in at the opera. You can come

to my sister’s box.

DORIAN:

So I have murdered Sibyl Vane. Murdered her as surely

as if I had cut her little throat with a knife. Yet the

roses are not less lovely for all that. The birds sing

just as happily in my garden. And to-night I am to dine

with you, and then go on to the opera, and sup

somewhere, I suppose, afterwards. Here is the first

passionate love-letter I have ever written in my life.

Strange, that my first passionate love-letter should

have been addressed to a dead girl. Can they feel, I

wonder, those white silent people we call the dead?

Sibyl! Can she feel, or know, or listen? Oh, Harry, how

I loved her once! She was everything to me. Then came

that dreadful night- she played so badly, and my heart

(MORE)
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DORIAN: (cont’d)
almost broke. She explained it all to me. It was

terribly pathetic. But I was not moved a bit. I thought

her shallow. Suddenly something happened that made me

afraid. (he glances at the covered portrait) I can’t

tell you what it was, but it was terrible. I said I

would go back to her. To reverse...I felt I had done

wrong. And now she is dead. What shall I do? Harry,

what shall I do? You don’t know the danger I am in. She

had no right to kill herself. It was selfish of her.

HARRY:

My dear Dorian - if you had married this girl, you

would have been wretched. The only way a woman can ever

reform a man is by boring him so completely that he

loses all possible interest in life.

DORIAN:

Harry, why is it that I cannot feel this tragedy as

much as I want to? Do you think I’m heartless?

HARRY:

No. The whole thing simply appeals to your sense of

dramatic effect. Sibyl’s death has all the beauty of a

Greek tragedy. Think Dorian - what has happened here?

Someone has killed herself for love of you. I wish that

I had ever had such an experience. The people who have

adored me--there have not been very many, but there

have been some--have always insisted on living on!

DORIAN:

Yes. I suppose you are right. But I was terribly cruel

to her.

HARRY:

I am afraid women appreciate cruelty, Dorian. They love

being dominated. I am sure you were splendid. I have

never seen you really and absolutely angry, but I can

fancy how delightful you looked. Mourn for Ophelia, if

you like. Put ashes on your head because Cordelia was

strangled. Cry out against Heaven because the daughter

of Brabantio died. But don’t waste your tears over

Sibyl Vane. She was less real than they are.

A long pause.

DORIAN:

I think I shall join you at the opera Harry. I am

somewhat less shaken. The whole thing has been

an...experience.
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HARRY:

I’m glad you see it that way. Now mind: Nine-thirty!

Exeunt severally.

Act 2, Scene 4

Dorian’s apartment

Basil enters, pacing up and down the room

worriedly. Dorian enters, holding a book.

BASIL:

I am so glad I have found you Dorian. Harry told me

about Sibyl. I am so sorry. I called last night, and

they told me you were at the opera. Of course, I knew

it was impossible. If there is anything I can do...

DORIAN:

My dear Basil, I was at the opera. You should have come

with us. I met Harry’s sister for the first time. She

is perfectly charming; and Patti sang divinely. We are

going again tonight. You must come with us. A drink,

Basil?

BASIL:

You went to the opera?! You went to the opera while

Sibyl Vane was lying dead in some sordid lodging? You

can talk to me of other women being charming, and of

Patti singing divinely, before the girl you loved has

even the quiet of a grave to sleep in?

DORIAN:

What’s past is past.

BASIL:

You call yesterday the past?

DORIAN:

Every experience is of value.

BASIL:

(coldly)

You shouldn’t believe every word Harry tells you. He

doesn’t. (looks around) Why have you covered my

painting?

DORIAN:

The light was much too bright for it down here.

BASIL:

The light was perfect!
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Basil moves towards the painting but Dorian leaps

in between him and the covered canvas.

DORIAN:

Don’t touch it! I want you to leave.

BASIL:

Dorian.

DORIAN:

Now. You can never see this picture again. Never touch

it or exhibit it.

BASIL:

Don’t be ridiculous

DORIAN:

I am quite serious. Do so, and our friendship is over.

BASIL:

What happened to the Dorian I used to paint?

DORIAN:

He is dead and gone, Basil.

Basil nods slowly, collects his things and leaves.

Dorian heaves a sigh of relief. He then removes

the cover of the painting. It’s features are even

more marred now. Hideous. Dorian yells in fear and

backs away. He then approaches the picture slowly,

covers it, and then runs offstage.

Act 3, Scene 1

A brothel/opium den. Harry and

Dorian sit, surrounded by several of the town’s

prostitutes.

DORIAN:

What is this place?

HARRY:

Look around you, Dorian. Any of these women could be

yours. The world is yours to explore.

DORIAN:

Does Victoria know you come here?

HARRY:

Don’t worry yourself about the details. Details are

always vulgar.
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DORIAN:

Well I’m sorry, I can’t stay here. Perhaps I just have

a greater conscience.

Dorian starts to walk away. Harry pulls him back,

as though he is a puppet on a string.

HARRY:

Conscience is another word for cowardice.

Music plays softly in the background. Dorian tries

to leave several times, but each time, Harry draws

him back as if by an invisible force, flinging him

in the way of the women.

Be seeking always for new sensations, Dorian.

The women crowd around Dorian, sitting him down

and removing his coat jacket. One woman puts a

blindfold on Dorian. Another offers him a pipe,

which he smokes and visibly relaxes. One woman

pours liquor into his mouth.

You see, the only way to get rid of a temptation is to

yield to it.

Basil enters, visibly distressed.

BASIL:

Dorian! Dorian, are you listening to me? What’s

happened to you?

Every time Basil goes toward Dorian, Harry moves

him away.

This is horrible! Something has changed you completely.

You look exactly the same wonderful boy who, day after

day, used to come down to my studio to sit for his

picture. Now you seem as if you have no heart.

HARRY:

No civilised man ever regrets a pleasure.

BASIL:

You’re in danger Dorian! You have sullied your

reputation! There isn’t a Lord in London who hasn’t

heard the rumours about you. You’ll be ruined!

HARRY:

Don’t squander the gold of your days. Live!

BASIL:

I regret the day I ever introduced you to Harry. This

is his doing. I see that now.

The music stops. Dorian is unblinded.
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HARRY:

Be seeking always...

DORIAN:

...for new sensations!

Dorian walks over the curtain and opens it to the

backroom (hidden from audience view.) The woman

walk through it.

Thank you Harry.

Exit Dorian, Basil and Harry.

- INTERVAL -

Act 3, Scene 2

A party. All characters seen in the

first half have aged apart from Dorian.

Dorian enters the ballroom. Everybody stops and

stares. Furious whispers start.

HARRY:

Dorian!

The men embrace.

DORIAN:

Why are they whispering, Harry? I haven’t been away for

that long.

HARRY:

It’s been just under twenty years. And you have not

aged. You’ve changed, of course - I can tell that

already. But you don’t look a day older. Tell me -

what’s your secret?

DORIAN:

It wouldn’t be a secret if I told you.

HARRY:

Touche. But you must inform me of what you have been up

to this entire time. Where have you been?

DORIAN:

Here and there. I spent much of it shut away at home.

The rest? Well, I have explored the world! I was

greatly disappointed.

HARRY:

Naturally. The only wonder of the world is its

stupidity.
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A young woman approaches them.

DAPHNE:

I’m sorry. Is my father smothering you with his never

ending cynicism? He’s like that I’m afraid. I don’t

think I’ve ever had the pleasure of meeting you? I’m

Daphne.

DORIAN:

You’re Harry’s daughter?

HARRY:

Yes, she is. Daphne, could you go and get me a drink?

DAPHNE:

Haven’t you had enough tonight, father?

HARRY:

Do as I say.

DORIAN:

I return after twenty years and find you have a

daughter! At least let us converse! Dorian Gray. And

I’m quite used to your father’s cynicism. I share many

of his philosophies. Although I would not quite call

myself a cynic.

DAPHNE:

I should hope not! You are too young for cynicism!

There must be something that you hope for? Or dream

about. Something that keeps you in high spirits.

DORIAN:

There is nothing about this world that excites me.

Mankind is dull.

DAPHNE:

We have done great things!

DORIAN:

(in a flirtatious manner)

Great things have been thrust upon us, Daphne.

DAPHNE:

We have carried their burden.

DORIAN:

Only as far as the Stock Exchange.

DAPHNE:

I believe in the race. It has development.
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DORIAN:

Development? Decay fascinates me more.

DAPHNE:

Well what about art?

DORIAN:

It is a malady.

DAPHNE:

Love?

DORIAN:

An illusion

DAPHNE:

Religion?

DORIAN:

A fashionable substitute for belief.

DAPHNE:

My word! You really are a sceptic!

DORIAN:

Never! Scepticism is the beginning of faith.

DAPHNE:

You bewilder me! I cannot help but find you to be a

most curious social butterfly.

DORIAN:

Well I am glad to have captured the curiosity of such a

lovely lady. And as for butterfly... Ma’am, I hope you

would not stick pins in me!

They laugh until, turning to Harry, they see him

glaring at them.

DAPHNE:

You must tell me more of your delightful theories

later.

HARRY:

They are my theories.

DAPHNE:

But he recounts them so much more charmingly than you

do.

DORIAN:

I must excuse myself...
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DAPHNE:

So soon?

DORIAN:

Indeed. Upon hearing of my return to England, an old

friend has requested to see me. Goodbye Harry. Goodbye

Daphne.

Exit Dorian.

HARRY:

Stay away from him.

DAPHNE:

Father...?

HARRY:

I mean it. He is not good for you.

The scene changes to Dorian’s appartment.

DORIAN:

Basil. Wonderful to see you.

BASIL:

I need to talk to you.

DORIAN:

This is how you greet me after all these years? No

matter. What is it you have come about?

BASIL:

I say these things for your own good. I think it right

that you should know that the most dreadful things are

being said against you in London.

DORIAN:

And why should that bother me?

BASIL:

Because position and wealth are not everything. You

don’t want to be talked of as if you are vile and

degraded. Mind you, I don’t believe these rumours at

all. At least, I can’t believe them when I see you. Sin

is a thing that writes itself across a man’s face. It

cannot be concealed. It shows itself in the lines of

his mouth, the droop of his eyelids, the moulding of

his hands even. But you, Dorian- I have never seen

anybody age so well! In fact, you don’t look as though

you’ve aged at all even after all these years! And yet

I hear all these hideous things that people are

whispering about you, I don’t know what to say.
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DORIAN:

You talk of things you know nothing about.

BASIL:

One has a right to judge of a man by the effect he has

over his friends. Yours seem to lose all sense of

honour, of goodness, of purity. You have filled them

with a madness for pleasure. And yet you can smile, as

you are smiling now.

DORIAN:

Take care Basil. You go too far.

BASIL:

I must speak and you must listen! You shall listen!

Sometimes I wonder if I know you? Before I could answer

that, I should have to see your soul.

DORIAN:

My soul?

BASIL:

Yes, but only God can see that.

DORIAN:

(laughing)

You shall see it yourself tonight! Come, I tell you.

You have chattered enough about corruption. Now you

shall look on it face to face.

BASIL:

Stop it Dorian! You must give me some answer to these

horrible charges that are made against you. If you tell

me that they are absolutely untrue from beginning to

end, I shall believe you. Deny them, Dorian, deny them!

Can’t you see what I am going through?

DORIAN:

Come upstairs Basil. I keep a diary of my life from day

to day. I shall show it to you.

Act 3, Scene 3

Dorian and Basil are in the attic. The place is

dusty and old. Dorian lights the place with a

lantern. The painting is covered. Dorian walks

over to it slowly.

DORIAN:

You insist on knowing, Basil?
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BASIL:

Yes.

DORIAN:

I am delighted. So you think that it is only God who

sees the soul, Basil? Draw that curtain back, and you

will see mine.

BASIL:

You are mad Dorian, or playing a part...

DORIAN:

You won’t? Then I must do it myself.

Dorian removes the cover from the painting. A yelp

of horror leaves Basil’s lips. He stares at the

painting and Dorian watches him.

BASIL:

What does this mean?

DORIAN:

Years ago, when I was a boy, you met me, flattered me,

and taught me to be vain of my good looks. One day you

introduced me to a friend of yours, who explained to me

the wonder of youth, and you finished a portrait of me

that revealed to me the wonder of beauty. In a mad

moment that, even now, I don’t know whether I regret or

not, I made a wish, perhaps you would call it a

prayer....

BASIL:

I remember it! No! The thing is impossible. The room is

damp. Mildew has got into the canvas...this whole thing

is impossible.

DORIAN:

Nothing is impossible.

BASIL:

You told me you had destroyed it.

DORIAN:

I lied. It has destroyed me.

BASIL:

It’s not my picture then.

DORIAN:

Can’t you see your ideal in it?
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BASIL:

My ideal, as you call it...

DORIAN:

As you called it.

BASIL:

There was nothing evil in it! This is the face of a

satyr.

DORIAN:

It’s the face of my soul.

BASIL:

No! This thing - This isn’t you. It has the eyes of the

devil

DORIAN:

We all have a little heaven and hell in us.

BASIL:

We’ll reverse this. We’ll find a priest. We can change

this. I want to help you Dorian.

DORIAN:

It’s too late.

BASIL:

No. It’s not too late. What is it that one was taught

to say in one’s boyhood? ’Lead us not into temptation.

Forgive us our sins. Wash away our iniquities.’ Let us

say that together. The prayer of your pride has been

answered. The prayer of your repentance will be

answered also.

DORIAN:

Stop talking, Basil.

BASIL:

Please! Let us kneel down and try if we cannot remember

a prayer. Isn’t there a verse somewhere, ’Though your

sins be as scarlet, yet I will make them as white as

snow’? Get down Dorian!

Basil kneels and begins praying feverishly. The

painting approaches Dorian and whispers in his

ear.

Our father, who art in Heaven, hallowed be thy name,

thy kingdom come, thy will be done on earth as it is in

heaven, give us this day our daily bread, and forgive

us for our sins, as we forgive those who sin against

us. And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us

from evil.
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Dorian stares at Basil with a hatred he cannot

quite explain. He approaches slowly and puts his

arm around Basil’s neck, cutting off his airways.

The two men struggle across the stage until

finally Dorian spots a knife and uses it to stab

Basil. Basil bleeds to death while Dorian remains

strangely calm, cleaning the knife. Basil takes

his final breath.

DORIAN:

(signing the cross)

For yours is the kingdom, the power and the glory,

forever and ever. Amen.

Dorian covers the body with cloth. Dorian turns to

the portrait. The portrait now has blood on its

hands. Dorian looks from his own hands to the

portrait’s hands. He then wipes his own and covers

the portrait. He makes a telephone call.

Please...Alan...it’s not for me! It’s a matter of life

and death...

Dorian sits down and begins to read a book,

waiting. Lights change slightly to connote a shift

in atmosphere. Alan enters presently.

Alan! This is kind of you. I thank you for coming.

ALAN:

(with a look of contempt)

I had intended never to enter your house again, Gray.

But you said it was a matter of life and death.

DORIAN:

Yes: it is a matter of life and death, Alan, and to

more than one person. Sit down. (pause) Alan, over

there...under the cover...lies a dead man. Don’t stir,

and don’t look at me like that. Who the man is, why he

died, how he died, are matters that do not concern you.

What I need you to do is...

ALAN:

Stop, Gray. I don’t want to know anything further.

Whether what you have told me is true or not true

doesn’t concern me. I entirely decline to be mixed up

in your life. Keep your horrible secrets to yourself.

They don’t interest me any more.

DORIAN:

This one will have to interest you. Alan, you are

scientific. You know about chemistry and things of that

kind. You have made experiments. What you have got to

do is to destroy the thing so that not a vestige of it

will be left. Nobody saw this person come into the

(MORE)
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DORIAN: (cont’d)
house. Indeed, he intended to travel to Paris tonight.

He will not be missed for months. When he is missed,

there must be no trace of him found here.

ALAN:

You are mad, Dorian.

DORIAN:

Ah! I was waiting for you to call me Dorian. Do you

remember those days? You and I...

ALAN:

I will not be used again, Dorian! Gray. You are mad to

imagine I would raise a finger to help you, mad to make

this monstrous confession! I will have nothing to do

with this matter. Do you think I am going to peril my

reputation for you?

DORIAN:

It was a suicide, Alan.

ALAN:

Well. I am glad of that. I mean...But who drove him to

it?! You I should fancy.

DORIAN:

Do you still refuse to do this for me?

ALAN:

Of course I refuse. I will have absolutely nothing to

do with it. I don’t care what shame comes on you. You

deserve it all. I should not be sorry to see you

disgraced, publicly disgraced. How dare you ask me, of

all men in the world, to mix myself up in this horror?

I should have thought you knew more about people’s

characters. Your friend Lord Henry Wotton can’t have

taught you much about psychology, whatever else he has

taught you. Nothing will induce me to stir a step to

help you. You have come to the wrong man. Go to some of

your friends. Don’t come to me.

DORIAN:

Alan, it was murder. I killed him. You don’t know what

he had made me suffer.

ALAN:

Murder! So. This is what you’ve come to. I can’t stay

here any longer. Oh you need not worry - I shall not

report you. It is not my business. I will have nothing

to do with it.
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DORIAN:

But you must! Only listen, Alan. All I ask of you is to

perform a certain scientific experiment. That - that

body is the only evidence against me. If it is

discovered - I am lost.

ALAN:

I have no desire to help you. Goodbye, Gray.

DORIAN:

We were friends once, Alan.

ALAN:

Don’t talk about those days. Those days are dead.

DORIAN:

Very well.

Dorian finds paper and pen and writes on it. He

then folds it and passes it to Alan. Alan reads,

his face growing pale in horror.

ALAN:

You wouldn’t! Dorian - you can’t!

DORIAN:

I don’t want to - but you leave me no alternative. I

have the letter written already. Here it is. You see

the address. If you don’t help me, I will send it. You

know what the result will be.

ALAN:

Yes. Financial and social ruin. They’ll put me in jail.

Please Dorian!

DORIAN:

I’m sorry.

ALAN:

I’ve put those days behind me. I’ve tried. I’m married

now. I have children.

DORIAN:

And what difference does that make? Your wife and

children are nothing but a guise to shroud your illicit

desires from the world.

ALAN:

Desires you revealed to me.

DORIAN:

(smirking)

You always knew they were there. I opened your eyes a

little, that’s all.
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ALAN:

You don’t understand. I’ve changed. I’ve been cured.

DORIAN:

(amused)

Tell me that you love your wife.

ALAN:

This is preposterous! Of course I...I...

DORIAN:

Go on - say it.

ALAN:

I love her.

DORIAN:

(laughing)

It’s hardly convincing, is it? You know I have all the

proof that’s needed to convince a jury of your

perverted ways.

Alan buries his face into his hands.

Yes, it is my turn to dictate terms Alan. You know what

they are. Face it, and do it.

ALAN:

I will need a few things.

DORIAN:

I will get you anything. But you are not to leave this

house until the job is finished.

ALAN:

Is there a fire?

DORIAN:

Pardon?

ALAN:

A fire! Is there a fire upstairs? Downstairs and the

fumes will be too strong, creating suspicion.

DORIAN:

Yes, in the next room.

ALAN:

You must help me move the body.

The men stand and begin to carry Basil’s body

offstage.
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DORIAN:

You have saved my life, Alan. I cannot forget it. You

have saved me from ruin.

ALAN:

It is not of your life I am thinking.

Act 3, Scene 4

Grimy backstreets. The air is thick and heavy with

the scent of opium. People surround, getting high

on the fumes, bending over pipes, etc.

DORIAN:

Nothing changes.

Dorian drinks heavily from a bottle he is holding.

Soon, he is very drunk and he stands and totters

about, bumping into people.

OLD WOMAN:

Watch it! Watch it!

Dorian pushes her roughly aside. She looks up and

recognises him. Then cackles.

So it’s you, is it? The devil’s bargain!

DORIAN:

Hold your peace!

OLD WOMAN:

There goes the devil’s bargain!

DORIAN:

Curse you! Don’t call me that!

OLD WOMAN:

Prince Charming’s what you like to be called, isn’t it?

One of the men looks up. It’s James Vane. He

follows Dorian a little and then grabs him from

behind, shoving a pistol into his temple. The

woman watches from the corner of the room, clearly

terrified of the gun.

DORIAN:

Who are you? What do you want?

JAMES:

If you stir, I’ll shoot you.
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DORIAN:

You’re mad! What have I done to you?

JAMES:

You wrecked the life of Sibyl Vane, and Sibyl Vane was

my sister. She killed herself. I know it. Her death is

at your door. I swore I would kill you in return. For

years I have sought you. I had no clue, no trace. The

two people who could have described you were dead. I

knew nothing of you but the pet name she used to call

you. I heard it to-night by chance. Make your peace

with God, for to-night you are going to die.

DORIAN:

I never knew her. I never heard of her. You are mad.

JAMES:

You had better confess your sin, for as sure as I am

James Vane, you are going to die. Down on your knees!

DORIAN:

Stop! Wait! How long ago is it since your sister died?

Quick! Tell me!

JAMES:

Eighteen years. But what do years matter? Make your

peace. Hurry up.

DORIAN:

(laughing triumphantly)

Eighteen years! Set me under the lamp and look at my

face!

James does so.

JAMES:

God forgive me! You are barely a day over twenty! And I

would have killed you!

DORIAN:

You have been on the brink of committing a terrible

crime, my man. Let this be a warning to you not to take

vengeance into your own hands.

JAMES:

Forgive me, sir. I thought...I heard...Prince

Charming...I...

DORIAN:

You had better go home and put that pistol away, or you

may get into trouble.

Exit Dorian.
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OLD WOMAN:

Why didn’t you kill him? You fool! He has lots of

money, and he’s as bad as bad.

JAMES:

He is not the man I am looking for, and I want no man’s

money. I want a man’s life. The man whose life I want

must be nearly forty now. This one is little more than

a boy. Thank God, I have not got his blood upon my

hands.

OLD WOMAN:

(laughing bitterly)

Little more than a boy! Why man, it’s nigh on 18 years

since Prince Charming made me what I am.

JAMES:

You lie!

OLD WOMAN:

Before God I am telling the truth.

JAMES:

Before God.

OLD WOMAN:

(nodding)

He is the worst one that comes here. They say he has

sold himself to the devil for a pretty face. It’s nigh

on 18 years since I met him. He hasn’t changed much

since then. I have, though.

JAMES:

You swear this?

OLD WOMAN:

I swear it. Don’t reveal me to him though - I am scared

of him.

With a cry of anger, James runs in the direction

of Dorian, but he is gone.

Act 3, Scene 5

Dorian runs onstage. He is breathless and

panicked. He checks behind him, but he has not

been followed. Only then does he look around. The

stage is covered with unearthly mannequins, both

male and female. The portrait stands in the

corner, covered by a thin white gauze. It is

lighted from behind so that only the portrait’s

silhouette is visible. One large mirror also

stands on the stage. Dorian peers into it for a
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long time. BASIL enters the stage and stands

behind him. Dorian turns around.

BASIL:

What have you become, Dorian?

DORIAN:

Go away. You’re dead and gone. Leave me alone.

BASIL:

You know my memory will always haunt you.

DORIAN:

It’s not true. (holding his head in his hands) It’s not

true. (Pause. He looks up, stronger now, laughing

manically) You think you were that important to me?

(circling Basil) My my, how vain you are Basil. You

think you were so important to me, that I might allow

you to haunt me the rest of my life?

BASIL:

You want to talk about vanity?! (leads Dorian to the

mirror) What do you see?

DORIAN:

Youth, beauty, charm...perfection.

BASIL:

You’re a hypocrite!

DORIAN:

You saw these things before I ever knew they existed.

You revealed them to me.

BASIL:

I revealed beauty. You became your own creation.

DORIAN:

Leave me alone.

Dorian tries to run away, but stops at mannequin

#1. Basil follows him leerily.

BASIL:

Is this how you will try to forget the unspeakable

things you’ve done to me? By defiling others?

DORIAN:

Sin displaces sin. Forgiveness is impossible:

forgetfulness is possible still. (Dorian turns and runs

to mannequin two)
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BASIL:

I will always be on your mind.

DORIAN:

I control my mind. I can forget anything I want to.

There are opium dens where one can buy oblivion, where

-

BASIL:

Where the memory of old sins can be destroyed by the

madness of sins that are new! Why can’t you see what

you’re doing, Dorian? The lives you’re destroying?

People are not created for you to use. They are living,

breathing masses of bones and blood - they have

emotions, they have reputations. They love, they think,

they feel.

DORIAN:

(Gesturing around him) You think I don’t see? Basil, I

enter a den and I can see the grotesque things that lay

in postures on the ragged, dirty mattresses. The

twisted limbs, the gaping mouths, the staring,

lustreless eyes.

BASIL:

Then why...

DORIAN:

(moving to mannequin #4) They fascinate

me! I know what strange heavens they are

suffering - what dull hells are teaching

them the secret of some new joy. They

are better off than I am. I am prisoned

in thought. They are free.

BASIL:

You can set yourself free.

DORIAN:

No. My memory - like some horrible malady - will always

consume me. It is eating my soul away. (he sinks to the

ground, holding his head as if in pain)Pause. Basil

walks over to the portrait.

BASIL:

(sadly)

How I adored you Dorian. You will never understand the

depths to which I adored you.

DORIAN:

Get away -I will think of you no longer.

Dorian exits.
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BASIL:

For how long will you run, Dorian?

Basil exits.

Act 3, Scene 6

Sir Geoffrey’s garden. Dorian, Harry, Geoffrey

onstage. The men are shooting birds.

HARRY:

Over there Dorian!

Dorian lifts his gun to shoot a bird mid-flight,

pauses and then lowers it.

What’s the matter? Why didn’t you shoot it?

DORIAN:

I don’t know. Somehow it just seemed too beautiful to

kill. It’s feathers were too bright. (partly to

himself) Death is horrible.

HARRY:

Are you feeling alright? You’ve been rather jumpy all

day.

DORIAN:

I’m fine.

GEOFFREY:

Most of the birds have gone out into the open anyway. I

dare say it will be better after lunch, when we get to

the new ground. Wait!

James enters the corner of the stage and looks at

Dorian coldly. Dorian turns and spots him, crying

out in fear. Geoffrey has spotted a bird but

Dorian’s cry throws him off aim.

GEOFFREY:

My goodness! What is all the commotion about?

DORIAN:

I thought I saw...No.

HARRY:

How absurdly nervous you are!

DORIAN:

(laughing)

I just feel faint.
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GEOFFREY:

Well. I think I’ll head in and alert the servants to

bring us some drinks.

Exit Geoffrey.

DORIAN:

It was silly of me to come down here at all. I think I

shall send a wire to Victor to have the yacht got

ready. On a yacht one is safe.

HARRY:

Safe from what? Are you in trouble Dorian? If so, you

can tell me.

We hear a gunshot offstage and a yelp. Enter

servant.

SERVANT:

Sir Geoffrey has a hit a man! He ran in front of the

guns!

DORIAN:

Gracious! Is the man...?

SERVANT:

Yes sir. He was hit directly in the chest. He must have

died almost instantaneously.

HARRY:

I had better tell them that shooting is finished for

the day. It would not look good to go on. Poor

Geoffrey! It never does to shoot a beater! It makes it

look as though one is an awful shot. And Geoffrey

shoots very well.

DORIAN:

This is awful. It is a bad omen. A very bad omen. I

feel as though something horrible is to happen to us.

HARRY:

The only horrible thing is ennui. This whole matter has

no psychological value at all. Now if Geoffrey had done

the thing on purpose - how interesting he would be! I

should like to know someone who had committed a real

murder!

DORIAN:

Don’t say such things!

Exit Harry.
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DORIAN:

Who was this man? Was the poor fellow married?

SERVANT:

We don’t know who he was sir. Seemed like a sailor.

DORIAN:

A sailor!

SERVANT:

Yes sir.

DORIAN:

Was there anything found on him? Anything that would

tell his name?

SERVANT:

Some money, sir - not much. And a pistol. There was no

name of any kind. But he is dressed like a sailor. He

was (insert description of actor here)

DORIAN:

((to himself))

Then I am safe!

Exit Servant. Enter Harry.

Oh Harry - I have been granted another chance! I have

made up my mind - I am going to change. I am going to

be good.

HARRY:

You are quite perfect. Pray, don’t change.

DORIAN:

No, Harry. I have been granted another chance. I am not

going to do any more dreadful things in my life. I am

going to start by taking a leave. I shall go to the

country.

HARRY:

My dear boy. Anybody can be good in the country. There

are no temptations there. That is the reason why people

who live in the country are so absolutely uncivilized.

There are only two ways by which man can reach

civilisation. One is by being cultured, the other by

being corrupt. Country people have no opportunity of

being either, so they stagnate.

DORIAN:

Culture and corruption. I have known something of both.

But I am going to change Harry. Don’t laugh at me! I

can’t bear this - you mock at everything! I am quite

serious - I want to be better.
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HARRY:

No you don’t. You are bored and merely seeking for a

new experience.

Pause.

DORIAN:

Tell me something about yourself. What is going on in

town? I have not been to the club in a while.

HARRY:

The people are still discussing Basil’s disappearance.

DORIAN:

I should have thought they had got tired of that by

this time.

HARRY:

They have only been talking about it for six weeks, and

the British public are really not equal to the mental

strain of having more than one topic every three

months. They have been very fortunate lately, however.

They have had my own divorce-case and Alan Campbell’s

suicide. Now they have got the mysterious disappearance

of an artist.

DORIAN:

What do you think has happened to Basil?

HARRY:

I have not the slightest idea. If Basil chooses to hide

himself, it is no business of mine. If he is dead, I

don’t want to think about him. Death is the only thing

that ever terrifies me. I hate it.

DORIAN:

(wearily)

Why?

HARRY:

Because. One can survive everything nowadays except

that.

Pause.

DORIAN:

Harry, did it ever occur to you that Basil was

murdered?

HARRY:

Basil was not clever enough to have enemies. He was

really rather dull He only interested me once, and that

was when he told me, years ago, that he had a wild

(MORE)
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HARRY: (cont’d)
adoration for you and that you were the dominant motive

of his art.

DORIAN:

I was very fond of Basil. But don’t people say that he

was murdered?

HARRY:

Some of the papers do.

DORIAN:

What would you say if I told you I had killed Basil?

Pause.

HARRY

(laughing)

I would say, my dear fellow, that you were posing for a

character that doesn’t suit you. All crime is vulgar,

just as all vulgarity is crime. It is not in you,

Dorian, to commit a murder. By the way, what has become

of that wonderful portrait he did of you? I don’t think

I have ever seen it since he finished it. Oh! I

remember your telling me years ago that you had sent it

down to Selby, and that it had got mislaid or stolen on

the way. You never got it back? What a pity! it was

really a masterpiece.

DORIAN:

I never really liked it. The memory of the thing is

hateful to me. It used to remind me of those curious

lines in some play--Hamlet, I think--how do they run?--

Like the painting of a sorrow,

A face without a heart.

Yes: that is what it was like.

Pause.

HARRY:

By the way, Dorian: ’what does it profit a man if he

gain the whole world and lose--how does the quotation

run?--his own soul’?

Dorian jumps and his gun goes off by accident.

DORIAN:

Why do you ask me that Harry?!

HARRY:

My dear fellow, I asked you because I thought you might

be able to give me an answer. That is all.
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DORIAN:

The soul is a terrible reality. It can be bought, and

sold, and bartered away. I am sure of that.

HARRY:

The things one feels certain about are never true! You

must tell me Dorian - how have you managed to retain

your youth? To get back my youth I would do anything in

the world, except take exercise, get up early, or be

respectable. Youth! There is nothing like it. What an

exquisite life you have had! You have drunk deeply of

everything. Nothing has been hidden from you. And it

has not marred you. You are still the same.

DORIAN:

I am anything but the same, Harry.

HARRY:

My dear boy, you really are becoming quite serious!

Come around tomorrow and I shall take you to lunch with

the duchess. Be here at eleven.

DORIAN:

Very well. I shall be there at eleven. Goodbye Harry.

Exit severally.

Act 3, Scene 7

Dorian’s attic. Dorian enters. He

is mumbling feverishly.

DORIAN:

Harry is wrong. Yes, he is quite wrong. Surely a person

can change? I feel a wild longing for the unstained

purity of my boyhood. I know I have tarnished myself -

filled my mind with corruption and given horror to my

fancy. Yes. I will admit it: I’ve been an evil

influence to others, and... and experienced a terrible

joy in being so. The fairest lives I have brought to

shame. But is this all irretrievable? Is there no hope

for me?

Ah! In what a monstrous moment of pride and passion I

prayed that the portrait should bear the burden of my

days. All my failure has been due to that.

He looks in a mirror.

Beauty? Good looks? Charm? What do they matter? No! I

loathe my beauty.

He turns away from his reflection.

(MORE)
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DORIAN: (cont’d)
It is my beauty that ruined me - my beauty and youth I

prayed for! What is youth at best? A green and unripe

time, a time of shallow moods and sickly thoughts. It

takes and it takes until all that is left is a bankrupt

soul. An overdrawn account of misery. I know the price

of perfection. But it is best not to think of the past.

Nothing can alter that. James Vane is hidden by now in

some nameless grave. Alan Campbell shot himself - but

thank goodness he did not reveal my secret! And the

excitement over Basil’s disappearance will soon pass

away. I am perfectly safe here. Yes. But it is the

living death of my own soul that troubles me.

He looks at where the portrait is

Surely - it has improved? On my way here, I gave a

worthless beggar a large part of my fortune. I have

changed. I am good. I AM good.

He removes the cover from the portrait, then cries

out in horror. The portrait is even more awful

than before.

No! No! This is unfair! No! This cannot be!

Pause.

Was it merely vanity that made me do this one good

deed? Or the desire for a new sensation, as Harry

hinted? And why is my image more loathsome than before?

Does this mean I must confess? To give myself and be

put to death? (laughing) The idea is ridiculous! The

picture itself is the only evidence left against

me. Why have I even kept is so long?

Pause. Sees the knife he used to kill Basil and

picks it up.

I will destroy it! As Basil died, so his work will also

die! And I will be free.

Dorian approaches the picture slowly. He raises

his hands and viciously stabs the painting. As the

knife makes impact, the lights change. Dorian

screams in pain and drops to the floor.

Mozart’s Requiem in D Minor begins to play.

No blood drips from the portrait, but blood is

dripping from Dorian’s own torso. His hands clutch

at his stomach in disbelief. He tries to move away

from the portrait but can do little more than

crawl. He stares at his hands which are now

covered in blood.

Sibyl Vane enters the stage slowly, as if in a

dream.
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SIBYL:

Dorian.

Dorian looks up and his face clears.

DORIAN:

Sibyl?

Dorian struggles to his feet, holding his hands

out to her joyfully. But when he reaches her, he

topples into her arms. She helps support him and

together, they dance a waltz. Dorian is in pain

but joyful, youthful.

Basil Hallward enters. He sees Dorian and Sibyl

dance but heads straight to the portrait, staring

at it in horror. With apprehension, he reaches out

and touches the portrait. The portrait exits the

frame and Basil and the portrait dance.

Dorian is getting more and more pale and hunched

over in Sibyl’s arms. As Dorian ages, the portrait

grows more youthful and stands up straighter.

Basil removes the mask from the portrait and it is

placed on Dorian’s face. The portrait is

transformed into the beautiful picture it once

was. It stands in the frame again.

Sibyl moves away from the real (and masked) Dorian

in horror. Dorian gives a cry of pain, as if all

his limbs are breaking one by one. His body

contorts painfully. As he transforms, the faces of

the past enter the scene:

ALAN CAMPBELL:

I killed myself because of you.

SIBYL:

I loved you.

JAMES:

She was my sister.

OLD WOMAN:

You ruined me.

BASIL:

I trusted you, Dorian.
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Dorian reaches out his hands, imploring for

help. Instead, the characters repeat their lines,

getting louder and more frantic. Dorian falls to

his knees beside the portrait. The shouting stops.

He shudders for a while, his breath ragged, then

his eyes close and he stills.

Enter Harry and

Victor. THIS SCENE SHOULD

BE A MIRROR OF THE FIRST SCENE. The servant run

over to his master’s body in fear and

confusion. After it is apparent he won’t move,

Victor calls the police. The police enter and

survey the body.

HARRY:

When the servants entered, they found hanging upon the

wall a splendid portrait of their master as they had

last seen him.

SIBYL:

In all the wonder of his exquisite youth and beauty.

BASIL:

Lying on the floor was a dead man, in evening dress,

with blood seeping through his shirt.

JAMES:

He was withered, wrinkled and loathsome of visage.

HARRY:

It was not until they had examined the rings that they

recognised who it was.

- THE END -


